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Abstract—Aiming to deal with the formation maintaining in
constrained space for a group of robots, this paper proposed
a virtual linkage-based dual event-triggered formation control
strategy. Based on the idea of virtual linkage and event-
trigger, a dual event trigger is proposed to guarantees robot
formation keeping and collision avoidance. Unlike classical
event-triggered control, the control strategy triggered by the
detection of the state of virtual linkage determine the motion
mode of the robot, which can reduce the control updating
and eliminate continuous communication between robots.
Moreover, an adaptive control law inspired by the motion of
a simple pendulum was developed to adjust the given angle
of the virtual linkage in the case that the multi-robot system
pass the restricted region. Finally, to validate the performance
of the formation control strategy, simulations and a series of
experiments in an indoor swimming pool are presented. The results demonstrate the robustness and feasibility of the
proposed formation control strategy.

Index Terms— Formation control, event-triggered control, collision avoidance, limited communication, multiple
amphibious spherical robots.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the development of littoral environment more
and more frequently, the demand for littoral explo-

ration technology and equipment is increasing. Autonomous
amphibious robots are becoming increasingly popular in
marine engineering [1], [2]. With the increasing complexity of
tasks, it is necessary to carry out underwater missions which
are beyond the capacity of a single autonomous underwater
vehicle(AUV). In order to explore the ocean more efficiently,
the cooperative mechanism and strategy are used to control
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multiple underwater autonomous robots to accomplish tasks
in a cooperative manner [3], [4].

Formation control is an important research area of coop-
erative control of multiple robot. Compared with the single
robot, the overall performance and efficiency of multi robots
that form a certain geometric shape are improved. The existing
formation control approaches can be classified into three
categories: the leader-follow method, the swarm behavior
method and the virtual structure method. In the leader-follow
method [5], [6], some robots are regarded as the leader, and the
other robots are regarded as the follower. The follower robots
need to maintain a certain angle and distance with the leader
robots. In the swarm behavior method [7], [8], each robot has
a series of basic designed behaviors. Each robot determines its
own behavior according to the environment and the behavior
of its neighbors. The virtual structure method considers the
multi-robot system as a virtual single rigid body and each
robot is considered as a virtual part of the rigid body [9]. This
method realizes the formation control by changing the state
of the rigid body. In practical applications, in order to allow
multiple robots to pass the restricted areas, the transformation
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of formation in complex environments has gradually attracted
people’s attention. In [10], An adaptive self-organizing map
neural network method is proposed for distributed formation
control, in which, the group of AUVs change its shape as
needed when they are approaching to the desired locations.
In [11], the multi robot system is considered as a virtual
linkage which consists of different virtual links. The formation
shape of multi robot system can be changed by controlling
the state of the virtual links. In [12], the role switching
event trigger and a formation scaling factor are introduced
to scale up or scale down the given formation size during the
formation tracking. In [13], a self-organized formation strategy
is proposed to realize the adaptive collective organization and
dynamic circle formation.

In many researches on multi-robot collaborative control, it is
assumed that robots can access to continuous measurements
and control signals. However, in practical applications, the
traditional continuous control is difficult to be applied to
robots due to the limitation of communication and computation
resources. Different from the traditional continuous control,
the control signal of the event-triggered control strategy is
discrete. Specifically, the control signal update and com-
munication of each robot only occur when event triggering
conditions are satisfied. In other words, event-triggered theory
only sends and receives really “necessary” state signals to
achieve the same control effects as the continuous control,
which requires less computational and communication loads.
Since less information is received, event trigger conditions and
controllers are the key problem to the design of event-triggered
control algorithms. Thanks to this advantage, event-triggered
cooperative control has been studied subsequently [14]–[18].
In [19], a dynamic event-triggered communication mechanism
and an event-triggered formation protocol was designed to
achieve the better formation performance by using only locally
triggered sampled data. In [20], a consensus protocol and
an ETC strategy based on a closed-loop state estimator is
proposed and it is verified by applying it to multi-vehicle
platoon control in simulations. In addition, there are many
researches on event-triggered control in practical applications,
such as times delay and packet loss [21]–[23]. However,
there are few results in which event-triggered algorithms are
applied to practical multi-robot systems. It is also worth noting
that formation protocol designed in those papers mentioned
above are presented in the open space. But the working
environment of robots is often complex, especially the under-
water environment. The challenges we face are as follows:
1) How to combine obstacle avoidance control strategy and
event-triggered control to achieve obstacle avoidance dur-
ing formation keeping with limited information. 2) How to
design an event-triggered control strategy for a multi-robot
system and integrate it into a fully autonomous multi-robot
system with hardware and software release. Therefore, the
researches on incorporating collision avoidance method into
event-triggered formation control is studied in some related
literatures, such as [24] and [25], in which, collision avoid-
ance method was introduced as an auxiliary variable in
the event-triggered formation protocol, such that robots can
balance formation tracking and collision avoidance. In [26],

a safe navigation method combined vision-based path planning
with multivariable event-triggered controller is proposed to
minimize the controller effort. Comparative simulation and
experiments on mobile robot are done to verify robustness of
the proposed controller. To solve the problem of flight stability
at the condition of obstacles and limited thrust, a parallel-
triggered scheme is proposed in [27], in which collision
avoidance method and event-triggered control are introduced
to the planning layer to determine the update moment of the
controller.

Currently, the traditional continuous control relies on the
continuous measurements and control signals to achieve the
formation control. Although the event-triggered formation con-
trol can save the limited network resources in the multi-robot
system, the obstacle avoidance problem in practical applica-
tions is rarely considered. Therefore, this paper proposed a
virtual linkage-based dual event-triggered formation control
strategy. Through the introduction of dual event-triggered,
the multi-robot system requires less computational and com-
munication loads in the case that the multiple amphibious
spherical robots(ASR) system pass the restricted region. The
main contribution of this paper are as follows:

1) The improved virtual linkage formation strategy and
edge-based event-triggered algorithm were combined to
establish the event-trigger algorithm that uses the virtual
link state as the event trigger condition.

2) In design of the event trigger, mode triggers and commu-
nication triggers are introduced to allows the multi-robot
system reduce the control updating and eliminate contin-
uous communication during passing the restricted region.

3) An adaptive control law inspired by the motion of the
simple pendulum was developed to adjust the given angle
of the virtual linkage in the case that the multi-robot
system pass the restricted region.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents a brief introduction about our new generation
amphibious spherical robot and the multi-ASR system. The
formation control strategy for multiple amphibious spherical
robots is presented in Section III. Simulation and results are
provided in Section IV to assess the performance of the
proposed approach. The effectiveness and robustness of the
proposed formation strategy are verified through experiments
in Section V. Section VI provides a conclusion of the whole
paper.

II. THE SYSTEM OVERVIEW OF THE MULTIPLE

AMPHIBIOUS SPHERICAL ROBOTS

A. The Structure of Amphibious Spherical Robot
On the basis of the robot mentioned in the references

[28]–[31], a new generation of amphibious spherical robot
is developed with improved performance. The correspond-
ing specifications of the robot are provided in TABLE I.
Its mechanical structure is inspired by the morphology and
locomotion modes of turtle, whose conceptual design and pro-
totype is shown in Fig. 1. The shape of the robot is designed
as a ball to reduce the resistance when the robot moving in
the water. The structure of the robot is composed of upper
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TABLE I
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS OF THE ROBOT

Fig. 1. The conceptual design of proposed spherical robot amphibious
spherical robot.

and lower parts. The upper part of the robot contains various
sensors and control modules, which perceive environmental
information and control the movement of the robot. The
motion mechanisms is mainly located in the lower part of the
robot, which is composed of water jet thrusters and waterproof
servo motors. The water jet thrusters can push the robot to
swim in the water, and waterproof servo motors can help the
robot crawl like a tortoise on land. The maximum speed of
this amphibious robot in the water can reach 60 cm/s, and the
maximum crawling speed of the robot on land is 6.05cm/s.
In addition, a battery located at the bottom of the robot is
used to power the robot.

The robot is equipped with several sensors and controllers
to receive environmental information and control commands
from the operator. The NVIDIA Jetson TK1 located in the
upper part of the robot is the main controller of the robot.
Its functions include receiving external instructions, analyzing
environmental information, and controlling robot movement,
etc. The STM32 is the bottom controller of the robot, it can
directly control the mechanical legs according to the com-
mands from the main controller. The robot is also equipped
with an inertial measurement unit (IMU) to get the posture
information of the robot. The depth information of the robot in

Fig. 2. The robotic prototype of the multi-ASR system.

Fig. 3. The structure of the multi-ASR system.

the water can be measured by the pressure sensor. In addition,
the surrounding environment images of the robot can be
obtained by binocular cameras.In our experiment, we also used
a host PC to monitor the status information of all robots with
the help of remote desktop software.

B. Principle of Multi-ASR System
The multi-ASR system can accomplish many complex tasks

through robotic collaboration. The ASR based multi-robot
platform as shown in Fig. 2 has been developed for explo-
ration of cooperative control strategies. The structure of the
multi-ASR system is shown in Fig. 3, which contains two
amphibious spherical robots and a unmanned aerial vehi-
cle(UAV) module. The camera equipped on the UAV module
can provide position information for the ASR. The Kalman
filter is used to predict the position of the robot. The robots
can communicate with each other through ethernet with ROS
multi-robot communication module..

In our experiments, the four legs of each robot were set in
the X shape. This way of moving underwater can overcome
current disturbances created by other robots and ensure precise
position control. Since the force bearing point is located in
the center of the X-shaped robot, the torque generated by the
mechanical legs is small for the ASR, which will lead to diffi-
culties of ASR heading control. What’s more, it is difficult for
robots to adjust the vision of binocular cameras by adjusting
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their heading. In addition, the processing of binocular camera
image data consumes a lot of computing resources, which will
slow down the corresponding speed of the robot. To solve the
above problem, we emulate binocular visual information by
global visual information conversion. By doing so, we can
test distributed cooperative control algorithms that involve
only local neighbor-to-neighbor information exchange due to
limited communication or sensing.

III. THE FORMATION CONTROL STRATEGY OF MULTIPLE

AMPHIBIOUS SPHERICAL ROBOTS

In this section, we design an edge-based dual-event trigger
strategy and a virtual linkage-based adaptive formation control
strategy for ASR, which can comply with the following
four requirements: 1) Reduce the communication and driving
frequency of the robot; 2) collision avoidance; 3) maintain
a desired geometric pattern; 4) adaptive formation transfor-
mation. In the previous section, from the perspective of the
single amphibious spherical robot and the multi-ASR system,
the design requirements have been basically satisfied. The
principles and methods will be analyzed in this section, and the
details of this section will be introduced from the following
aspects, the problem statement, the formation control archi-
tecture, the improved virtual linkage algorithm, the design of
dual event trigger, and the adaptive formation strategy.

A. Problem Statement
In the multi-amphibious spherical robot system, each robot

with the similar dynamics described by the following linear
equation

ṗi (t) = ui (t), i = 1, 2, . . . , n, (1)

where pi (t) = [xi (t), yi (t), zi (t)]T ∈ R3 is the position of
robot i in the inertial frame; ui (t) = �

xu
i (t), yu

i (t), zu
i (t)

�T ∈
R3 represents the control vector of robot i . The xu

i (t), yu
i (t)

and zu
i (t) represent component of the control vector in the

body-fixed frame at time t .
The information exchange in multiple amphibious spherical

robot systems containing N robots can be represented by a
directed graph network G = {V , E}, where the vertex set V �
{vi | i = 1, 2, . . . , N} represents the set of nodes in the graph,
and E �

�
ei j | ei j �

�
vi , v j

�
, i = 1, 2, . . . , N, j ∈ Ni

�
is the

set of directed edges. Ni is the neighbor set of robot i ,
which can be defined by Ni �

�
vi ∈ V | �

vi , v j
� ∈ E, i �= j

	
.

An edge ei j in the digraph G denotes that robot j can obtain
information from robot i . Then i is the parent node, and j
is the child node. We assume that the directed graph network
G has M directed edges, the E can be also defined as E ��
el | el = pi (t) − p j (t), l = 1, 2, . . . , M

	
, which denotes that

the distance between two robots. A directed spanning tree of a
digraph is the node in the directed tree can nodes of the graph.
In particular, assumes that the directed graph G contains a
spanning tree.

Let A = �
ai j

�
N×N be the adjacency matrix of the directed

graph G, where ai j = 1, if ei j ∈ E , otherwise ai j = 0.
Since each edge ei j has the direction, A is an unsymmetrical
matrix. Let D = [dil ]N×M be the incidence matrix of the

Fig. 4. Two motion modes of the proposed formation control strategy.

directed graph G, where dil = −1, if robot i is the parent
node of edge l; dil = 1, if robot i is the child node of edge l,
otherwise dil = 0. Then let D̄ = �

dil
�

N×M be the in-incidence
matrix, where dll = 1, if dil = 1, dil ∈ D, otherwise dil = 0.
Then the Laplacian matrix of G can be defined as L = D̄DT .

In order to allow the robots in the multi-robot system to
converge to the desired state, the goal of the formation control
strategy can be defined as

lim
t→∞ el(t) − ed

l (t) = 0, (2)

where ed
l (t) = pd

i (t) − pd
j (t) is the state of the desired edge.

pd
i (t) and pd

j (t) are the desired positions of robots i and j ,
respectively.

B. Distributed Formation Control Architecture
The proposed formation control strategy provides two

motion modes for ASR, and the robot can switch the corre-
sponding motion mode according to the environment informa-
tion. In the open space, the robot will move in cruise mode,
which can avoid continuous communication and control; in
the restricted space, the robot will move in avoidance mode,
which can access to continuous measurements and control
signals. Fig. 4 shows an illustrative example of the proposed
two motion modes with a formation composed of three ASRs.
In the first case [see Fig. 4(a)], three amphibious spherical
robots navigate in the open space. To prolongs the endurance
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time, all robots are in cruise mode. In this motion mode,
the robot’s control signals and communication are discrete.
Only when the specific conditions are satisfied, the control
signal and communication of each robot will be updated
to maintain the basic formation. In the second case [see
Fig. 4(b)], three amphibious spherical robots navigate in obsta-
cle environments, where boat and shore are obstacles. In order
to maintain a desired geometric pattern and avoid obstacles, all
robots are in avoidance mode. In this motion mode, the control
signals and communication of the robots are continuous, which
can ensure the safety of multi-robot systems in restricted
areas.

Definition 1 (Cruise Mode): In a multi-robot system, the
control signal of the robot in the cruise mode is discrete, and its
movement is only affected by the desired state and neighboring
robots.

Definition 2 (Avoidance Mode): In a multi-robot system, the
control signals and measurements of the robot in avoidance
mode are implemented in a continuous manner, and the
robot’s motion will be affected by neighboring robots and the
environment.

The structure of the proposed distributed formation control
strategy is shown in Fig. 5. The formation strategy consists
of three parts: event triggers, distributed formation control
module and single robot controller. Event triggers have two
functions. One is to determine the motion mode of the robot.
The other is to determine the trigger time of the robot in cruise
mode. The event trigger selects the motion mode for the robot
based on the environment information. Formation control algo-
rithms are used to maintain formation and avoid obstacles in
different motion modes. The single robot controller generates
the corresponding control vector for the robot according to
the desire state generated by the distributed formation control
algorithm.

The basic idea of the whole proposed formation algorithm
is as follows. In a multi-robot system, the mode event trigger
measures environmental information in a continuous man-
ner and determines the robot’s motion mode based on the
environmental information. Next, if the robot is in cruise
mode, the communication event trigger determines whether
to generate an event based on the status information of the
neighbor robot. When a communication event is triggered,
the formation control strategy generates a new control vector
based on the environmental information, otherwise the control
vector remains unchanged. If the robot is in avoidance mode,
the robot will receive real-time environmental information
and generate corresponding control vectors according to the
formation control algorithm. Finally, the single robot controller
receives the control vector generated by the formation control
strategy and drives the robot.

C. The Improved Virtual Linkage Algorithm
The formation control algorithm is a part of the proposed

formation control strategy, which can drive a group of robots
to realize and preserve a desired geometric pattern. The virtual
linkage algorithm is a formation control strategy proposed by
Liu et al. [11]. Although it is an efficient formation control
strategy suitable for multi-robots, it is difficult to apply it to the

Fig. 5. The distributed formation control architecture.

Fig. 6. The schematic diagram of a virtual linkage mechanism.

multi-ASR system in the three-dimensional underwater envi-
ronment. In the proposed formation control module, we extend
virtual linkage algorithm to propose a three-dimensional for-
mation control strategy for multi-ASR system.

The virtual linkage is composed of two parts: virtual joints
and virtual links. A virtual joint is a structure that connects
two virtual links, which can limit the movement of the
virtual links. The virtual link is a single rigid body, which
can be connected by virtual joints. In the virtual linkage
formation control strategy, a group of robots is considered
as a virtual linkage, each robot is regarded as a virtual
joint, and the edge formed by two robots is regarded as a
virtual link. By coordinating the angles between each virtual
link, the virtual linkage formation control strategy can let
the robots in the multi-robot system converge to the desired
state.

Consider that there are N robots and M edges in a multi-
robot formation. Then this group of robots can be represented
by N virtual joints and M virtual links. The principle of the
virtual linkage is illustrated in Fig. 6. {OW − XW YW ZW } is
the world coordinate system; {OV − XV YV ZV } is the virtual
link coordinate system. In the virtual linkage, each robot is a
virtual joint, V Ll is the virtual link, and V Ld

l is the desired
virtual link. Similar to the principle of simple pendulum
motion, the axis XV of the virtual link coordinate system is
regarded as the direction of gravity, which is parallel to V Ld

l .
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In this way, the state of the virtual link V Ll will converge to
the desired state V Ld

l under the control of the virtual linkage
algorithm, which is similar to the movement of a simple
pendulum affected by gravity. The YV axis of the virtual
link coordinate system is perpendicular to V Ld

l and lies in
the angle control plane formed by V Ll and V Ld

l . The ZV

axis of the virtual link coordinate system can be determined
according to the right-hand rule. The angle between the virtual
link V Ld

l−1 and the angle control plane is denoted as βl(t).
The angle between the virtual link V Ll and the projection
of the extension line of the virtual link V Ld

l−1 on the angle
control plane is denoted as αl(t). The state of the virtual link
is defined as

Ll(t)=



V pl(t), αl (t), βl(t), dl (t)
�T

, l =1, 2, . . . , M, (3)

where V pl(t) = [xl(t), yl(t), zl (t)] is the position of the
virtual joint in the virtual link frame; dl(t) is the length of the
virtual link. Then the coordinates of the robot i in the world
coordinate frame can be obtained by the following equation

pl(t) = W TV
V pl(t), (4)

where

W TV =
�

R pl−1(t)
T

0 1


(5)

is homogeneous transform. The R can be written by the
following equation (6), as shown at the bottom of the next
page,

�
αl = �l

i=1 αi (t) and
�

βl = �l
i=1 βi (t) is the

angular state of virtual link in the world frame.

D. The Design of Dual Event Trigger
The edge-based event-triggered algorithm is the formation

control algorithm proposed by Wei et al. [32]. The basic idea
is that only when the states of two adjacent robots meet the
designed trigger conditions, the robot’s state information and
control signals can be updated.The proposed dual event trig-
ger extends the previous edge-based event-triggered strategy
from the following two aspects: combined the virtual linkage
formation strategy and edge-based event-triggered algorithm,
introduced mode triggers and communication triggers to real-
ize obstacle avoidance. These improvements not only simplify
the information transmitted between robots, but also allows the
multi-robot system to maintain formation and avoid obstacles
with limited communication and driving frequencies.

The dual event trigger is a part of the proposed formation
control strategy, which can generate trigger moment to reduce
the communication and driving frequency of the robot. The
designed event trigger includes two event triggers: mode trig-
ger and communication trigger. The priority of mode trigger is
higher than the communication trigger. Only when the mode
trigger selects the cruise mode, the communication trigger can
generate trigger moment.

The principle of the mode trigger is very similar to the
multi-instant gain-scheduling scheme. In the multi-instant
gain-scheduling scheme, it provides many different controllers
and a switching mechanism [33], [34]. Under this switching
mechanism, the robot can select an appropriate controller

according to the environment and its own state. Similar to the
multi-instant gain-scheduling scheme, the proposed formation
control strategy also has two motion modes. In different
motion modes, the control laws of the robot are also different.
And the mode trigger can determine the movement mode of
the robot according to the environment information or the state
of other robots. When the distance between the robot and
obstacles or other robots is less than the warning distance,
the mode trigger will select the avoidance mode, otherwise
the mode trigger will select the cruise mode.

Event generation for mode triggers is affected by monitoring
states and thresholds. The monitoring status based on artificial
potential field can be written as

Fo
i (t) =

C�
c=1

Fic(t)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
C�

c=1

η
1

(dic − d0)
2

pi (t) − pc(t)

dic
, dic ≤ dr

0, dic ≥ dr

(7)

where η is the collision avoidance factor; r is the radius of the
robot; dic is the shortest distance from the robot i to obstacle
or the other robot k; d0 is a small constant regarded as the
safety distance to avoid collisions; dr is the protection distance.
when the distance dic from the robot to the obstacle or the
other robot is close to protection distance, Fo

i (t) approaches 0,
which can make the robot move more smoothly. When the
distance dic from the robot to other robot or obstacle decreases,
Fo

i (t) approaches infinity, which can make the robot avoid
collisions. C is the total number of obstacles or other robots
within radius dsen of robot i . The neighborhood of the i th
robot is defined using the standard Euclidean distance as
Si = �

j : | ��xi − x j
�� < dsen

	
. The reason for choosing the

artificial potential field(APF) as monitoring state is that it
povides simple and effective solutions for practical application.
In APF, each obstacle creates a potential field that pushes the
robot away from them.

In the mode trigger, the trigger condition is defined as

M fi
�
t, Fo

i (t)
� = ��Fo

i (t)
�� − Mδi (8)

where Mδi is the threshold of trigger condition.It reflects the
detection of obstacles and the potential of collisions. Then the
trigger moment of the avoidance mode is defined as

M ti
k+1 = inf

�
t >M ti

k |M fi

�
t, Mδi

�
≥ 0

�
, (9)

The triggering condition (8) is monitored by each robot
continuously. If M fi (t, Fi ) < 0, the mode trigger will select
the cruise mode associated with rotbot i is satisfied at time
t = M ti

k . The communication and control updates of the robot i
are controlled by communication triggers, otherwise the mode
trigger will select the avoidance mode and robot can access
to continuous measurements and control signals. In different
modes, the formation control strategy will generate different
control vectors to control the robot.

The proposed mode trigger for robot i is shown in Fig. 7
The ordinate is the monitoring states of the mode trigger,
which is affected by the distance between robot i and the
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Fig. 7. The schematic of the mode trigger.

obstacle. The two orange curves in the figure are the potential
fields of two neighborhoods of the i th robot. The red curve is
the total potential energy received by robot i . When the total
potential field is greater than the threshold, the robot enters the
obstacle avoidance mode to achieve precise position control,
otherwise the robot will enter the cruise mode to prolongs the
endurance time.

The communication trigger can help the robot in cruise
mode reduce the communication and driving frequency.
In cruise mode, the trigger moment depends on the error
of the virtual linkage state, which can be denoted as εl(t) =��Ll(t)−�Ll(t), where �Ll(t) = Ll(t)−Ld

l (t) is the error of

the virtual link, ��Ll(t) = �Ll
�

Ctl
k

�
,C tl

k ∈ �
Ctl

k,
C tl

k+1

�
, k =

0, 1, . . . .. is the error at the last trigger moment, tl
k is the

event trigger moment. In order to reduce the communication
and driving frequency, the trigger condition is defined as

C fl (t, εl(t)) = |εl(t)| − σl e
−γ t < 0, (10)

where 0 < σl , 0 < γ ≤ max2≤i≤N

�
Re(λi )

2

�
. λi is the

eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix L. The event trigger con-
dition will be continuously monitored by the communication
trigger. For example, when C fl (t, εl(t)) > 0, the formation
control strategy will receive the state of the neighbor robot and
generate a new control vector, otherwise the control vector of
the machine will remain unchanged. The trigger moment of
the drive trigger can be defined as

C tl
k+1 = inf

�
t > Ctl

k | C fl (t, δl(t)) ≥ 0
�

. (11)

E. The Design of the Adaptation Formation Law Based
on Virtual Linkage

In order to allows the multi-ASR system to pass the
restricted region during formation keeping, motivated by the
pendulum movement, we designed the adaptive formation
control strategy for the multi-ASR system. The movement of
the pendulum is mainly affected by gravity and pulling force.

Fig. 8. Two examples of virtual link angle change in different mode.

In our proposed adaptation law, the control vector generated
by the virtual linkage algorithm is assumed to be the gravity
and the control vector generated by the obstacle avoidance
algorithm is assumed to be the pulling force of the robot.
So the multi-ASR system can pass the restricted region like
the pendulum by changing the angle of the virtual link.

The proposed strategy is also based on the improved virtual
linkage formation strategy, which is shown in Fig. 6. The angle
control plane is formed of V Ll and V Ld

l , which can rotate
around V Ld

l . The angle control plane simplifies the adaptive
pendulum motion of multi-ASR system by transforming its
three-dimensional motion into a two-dimensional motion in
the plane. Two instances where the adaptive formation control
strategy is required to enable multi-ASR system to pass
the different region during formation keeping are described
in Fig. 8.

In the first case [see Fig. 8(a)], the robot in cruise mode
access to continuous measurements and control signals. Only
when the state error satisfies the designed triggering condition,
the virtual link state and the control signal will be updated,
and the control signal is only affected by the desired state.
Under the edge-based event-triggered condition (10), for indi-
vidual robot i , the control protocol is designed as

Fi (t) = Fg
i (t) = −

M�
l=1

d̄il ��Ll(t). (12)

In the second case [see Fig. 8(b)], the robot in cruise
mode need to achieve the given formation while avoiding
collisions with obstacles. When robot enter the cruise mode,
the communication and control signals is discrete and its
control signals will be affected by obstacles and the desired
state. The virtual resultant force of the robot can be defined
as

Fi (t) = ωFg
i (t) + (1 − ω)l Pxz Fo

i (t). (13)

R =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
cos

��
αl

�
sin

��
αl

�
0

− cos
��

βl

�
sin

��
αl

�
cos

��
βl

�
cos

��
αl

�
sin

��
βl

�
sin

��
βl

�
sin

��
αl

�
− sin

��
βl

�
cos

��
αl

�
cos

��
βl

�
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (6)
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The ω is the weight. The Pxz is a projection matrix projected
on xz plane. Fg

i (t) is obtained by the improved virtual linkage
algorithm, which is regarded as gravity to maintain formation,
and Fo

i (t) obtained by equation (9) is regard as the pulling
force, which is used for obstacle avoidance. Different from
the gravity in cruise mode, the gravity in avoidance mode is
a continuous control signal, which is defined as

Fg
i (t) = −

M�
l=1

d il�Ll(t). (14)

The pulling force Fo
i (t) can be decomposed into three com-

ponents, where x Fo
i (t) and y Fo

i (t) are perpendicular to each
other and located in the angle control plane, and z Fo

i (t) is
perpendicular to the angle control plane. In order to simplify
the movement of the robot and make the virtual link converge
to the desired state faster, we only consider the influence of
x Fo

i (t) and z Fo
i (t) on the virtual link. Then the torque on the

virtual link l in the angle control plane can be defined as

Mα
l = V Ll × (1 − ω)x Fo

i (t). (15)

Then the angle variation �αl(t) of virtual connecting can be
defined as

�αl(t) =
� t+1

t
Mα

l /I ldt, (16)

where I = ml2 is the moment of inertia of the virtual link
l. �βl(t) can be obtained in the same way. Then the desired
position of the robot can be obtained by equation (4).

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

In this section, to verify the effectiveness of the multi-ASR
cooperative formation control strategy, a simulation was built
in MATLAB. In the experiment, three ASRs and one virtual
ASR were used to evaluate the performance of the formation
control strategy. These four robots are designed as one virtual
linkage containing three virtual links. Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(b)
are the virtual linkage structure and communication topology
diagrams, respectively.

The network topology diagram can effectively describe the
communication between ASRs. In the four-ASR topology,
a virtual ASR is used to constrain the position and shape
of the multi-ASRs system. The four ASRs have the same
characteristics. The degree matrix D and the Laplacian matrix
L and is given as:

D =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
1 −1 −1
0 1 0
0 0 1

−1 0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,

L =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0 −1

−1 1 0 0
−1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎦ (17)

The desired position of each robot is set to Ld
1 =
�

1 0
� 5π

4 0 1
�T

, Ld
2 =


�
1 0

� 3π
2

π
4

√
2
�T

and Ld
3 =��

2 0
� 3π

2 0 2
�T

. The Mδi in mode trigger is set as 0.1. The
σl and γ in communication trigger is defined as 1 and 0.2.

Fig. 9. Schematic of designed virtual linkage and communication
topologies.

Fig. 10. The trajectories of each robot in the simulation.

Two sphere obstacles are considered with centers at
�

5 9 0
�T

and
�

11 5 0
�T and the radius of 0.2 m. Simulation results are

shown in Fig. 10–Fig. 13.
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Fig. 11. Formation error in the simulation.

Fig. 12. Trigger intervals of each robot.

The trajectories are collected and shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 11
shows the formation errors of each ASR. The yellow trajectory
line in Fig. 10 represents the ASR is in the avoidance mode.
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 indicate that all robot states can converge
to the desired state and adjust their state to avoid obstacles. The
trigger intervals are given in Fig. 12. The driving frequency
of robot 1, 2 and 3 has been reduced by 98.1%, 98.0% and
97.8% respectively. Fig. 13 describe the variation of the virtual
link angle. We know that the robot in avoidance mode can
adaptively adjust the state of the virtual link according to
environmental information.

V. EXPERIMENT ON FORMATION OF MULTIPLE ASRS

In this section, the effectiveness and robustness of the
proposed formation control strategy are verified through exper-
iments with multi-ASRs platform. The experiment was car-
ried out in the experimental tank with dimensions 4m ×
3.2m × 1m depicted in Fig. 14. The yaw, pitch and roll angle
of the ASR is measured by a high-precision IMU(LORD,
3DM-GX5-45) equipped on the robot with the angle precision
of ±0.25◦. The position of ASRs is provided by a camera

Fig. 13. Angular variation of virtual link.

Fig. 14. Experimental setup.

above the pool. All the experiments are run 5 times to ensure
repeatability.

In the experiment, two ASRs and one virtual ASR were
used to evaluate the performance of the formation control strat-
egy. These three robots are designed as one virtual linkages
containing two virtual links. Fig. 15(a) and Fig. 15(b) are the
virtual link structure and communication topology diagrams,
respectively. The degree matrix D and the Laplacian matrix L
and can be written as:

D =
⎡⎣ 1 −1

0 1
−1 0

⎤⎦ , L =
⎡⎣ 1 0 −1

−1 1 0
0 0 0

⎤⎦ (18)

The desired state of the virtual link is set to Ld
1 =��

0.8 0
�

3.8 0 0.8
�T and Ld

2 = ��
0.8 0

�
2.48 0 0.8

�T . Due
to the limitation of the experimental environment, the Mδi in
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Fig. 15. Schematic of designed virtual linkage and communication
topologies.

Fig. 16. Formation test of two amphibious spherical robot ASRs.

Fig. 17. The trajectories of each robot.

mode trigger is set as 0. The σl and γ in communication
trigger is defined as 1 and 0.5. A virtual sphere obstacle is
considered with centers at

�
0 −1.3 0

�T
and the radius of

0.2 m. Fig. 16 depicts an experimental scenario in which
the two ASRs (labeled robot1 and robot2) are preparing to
converge to the desired state while avoiding a virtual obstacle.
As shown in Fig. 16, ASR1 was in avoidance mode and was
avoiding the virtual spherical obstacle. ASR2 was in cruise
mode and followed ASR1 under the control of the virtual link
V L2. The results are shown in Fig. 17–Fig. 20.

Fig. 18. Formation error in the experiment.

Fig. 19. Trigger intervals of each robot.

Fig. 20. The variation of angle αl(t) on virtual link.

Fig. 17 shows the trajectories of all robots, from which
we can see that all virtual links can converge to the desired
state by locally adjusting the self-state to avoid collisions with
obstacles. The yellow trajectory line in Fig. 17 represents the
ASR is in avoidance mode and it indicates that the ASR
can switch the motion mode according to the environment
information. Fig. 18 shows the formation error of all robots.
The trajectory error at the last moment in Fig. 18 is due to
the interference of the tank wall to the ASR. The trigger
intervals of all robots are shown in Fig. 19. Compared with the
traditional continuous formation control algorithm, the driving
frequency of robot 1 and 2 has been reduced by 87.2%, and
84.1% respectively. The result also indicates that the robot
can choose different motion modes based on environmental
information. When the robot is in avoidance mode, the event
interval is 0; when the robot is in cruise mode, the event
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interval is positive. The angle variation is shown in Fig. 20.
It can be observed that the formation of multi-robot formations
can change when the robots pass obstacles. All results prove
the feasibility of the proposed control strategy.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a formation control strategy
that enables multiple ASRs to form a desired virtual linkage
and avoid collisions with limited communication and driving
frequency. First, the virtual linkage formation strategy is
extended to propose a three-dimensional formation strategy
based on the virtual linkage for multi-ASR system. Though
the design of mode triggers and communication triggers based
on event trigger condition of virtual linkage state, the proposed
formation control strategy allows the multi-ASR system to
maintain formation and avoid obstacles with limited commu-
nication and driving frequencies. In addition, inspired by the
pendulum movement, an adaptation law has been developed
to adjust the given angle of the virtual linkage in the case that
the restricted path is impassable for the desired formation. The
simulation and the experiment integrated into the multi-ASR
system verified the effectiveness of the proposed formation
control strategy. we believe that the proposed formation control
strategy will help robots improve the efficiency of exploration
in complex amphibious environments.
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